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Methods of fabrication and characterization for thin films of CoCr, CoPt, CoPtCr, and similar
alloys of interest in longitudinal magnetic recording are reviewed and certain interesting
features of their magnetic behavior, revealed recently with modern high-resolution observation
techniques, are described. The micromagnetics of these polycrystalline thin film media has
been studied by large-scale simulations on the massively parallel Connection Machine.
Methods and results of these simulations are presented.

INTRODUCTION
High-density magnetic recording is currently an active
area of research and development around the world. Recent advances in thin-film disk fabrication have brought
the achievable densities of longitudinal recording within
the range of 10” bits/cm’ (Ref. 1). These densities have
been made possible in part by a better understanding of the
micromagnetics of thin films. Polycrystalline films of CoX
(i.e., CoCr, CoPt, CoPtCr, CoNiCr, etc.) are sputter deposited on chromium-coated substrates, and control of microstructure is achieved through the control of the sputtering process as well as substrate treatment. In the meantime,
characterization tools and techniques have steadily improved so that, in addition to high-accuracy bulk measurement techniques (such as vibrating sample and torque
magnetometry, ferromagnetic resonance, x-ray diffractometry, etc.), there is now a variety of tools available for
micromagnetic characterization of thin film materials.
Lorentz electron microscopy can yield high-resolution
photographs of the magnetic ripple structure.2*3 Electron
diffraction patterns shed light on the distribution of the
magnetization vector with the resolution of electron microscopy. Magnetic force microscopy4 and Hall microprobe analysis allow measurement of stray fields with a few
hundred angstroms of resolution. These developments in
turn have made it possible to make informed speculations
about the role of various micromagnetic interactions within individual grains and/or among them. In time we shall
have the experimental evidence to accept or reject some of
the hypotheses and theories that are now being put forward. In this undertaking computer simulations promise to
be extremely valuable tools. It is now possible to simulate a
reasonably large lattice of crystallites by first computing
their interaction fields and then allowing their individual
magnetic dipoles to arrive at a local minimum of energy by

either following the dynamic laws of magnetization or else
through some sort of energy minimization scheme.5-8 In
both cases, micromagnetic features of the lattice (such as
ripple structure, nucleation site density, stray field pattern,
etc.) as well as macromagnetic characteristics (such as
hysteresis loops and torque curves) can be computed and
compared with experimental observations. In this way the
investigator can test the validity of his hypotheses such as
those involving the distribution of anisotropy axes among
the grains, the strength of exchange interaction between
neighboring crystallite pairs, and the effect of magnetic or
structural defects on observable properties of the films.
Large-scale computer simulations that faithfully represent the physics of magnetic interactions without unjustifiable assumptions and approximations have only recently
appeared on the scene.‘,* The reason for this late arrival is
that the required computing power has not been available
in the past. The Connection Machine, in particular, is perhaps the single most important device for this type of simulation.“” The fact that a 256 X 256 lattice of dipoles can be
directly represented by the 65536 processors of the Connection Machine, and that these processors can inquire
about the state of their neighbors in parallel and in minimum communication time, makes the machine uniquely
suitable for micromagnetic simulations. Also important in
this respect is the fact that fast Fourier transforms, needed
for demagnetizing field calculations, can be computed on
the Connection Machine much more rapidly than on any
available sequential machine.
In this paper we present results of simulations performed on the Connection Machine for thin films of CoX
magnetic materials, and compare some of these results
with the available experimental data. Microstructural and
micromagnetic characteristics of the media of interest are
discussed in Sec. I. The micromagnetic theory employed in
this work is briefly reviewed in Sec. II, and certain features
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of the implementation algorithm are described in Sec. III.
Finally, results of computer simulations are presented in
Sec. IV.
I. STRUCTURALAND MAGNETICCHARACTERISTICSOF THE
MEDIA
High-performance magnetic recording media have traditionally been designed using a criterion based on the transition width parameter a, where
a--M,h

/H,.

(1)

In the above expression h is the tilm thickness, while h4,
and H, are the remanent magnetization and the coercivity
of the medium, respectively. ” As a general rule, higher
linear densities are achieved when the transition width is
made smaller. On the other hand, the read signal is proportional to the medium’s magnetization, and the required recording field must increase if the coercivity of the medium
is raised. These requirements impose conflicting constraints on the media characteristics and call for many
compromises in the design of the magnetic recording media.
As far as thin film media are concerned, cobalt is the
material of choice because of its high saturation magnetization, mechanical properties, and easeof fabrication. Unfortunately, cobalt in pure form has very low coercivity and
relatively poor corrosion resistance. In order to provide the
desired range of coercivities and enhanced corrosion resistance, cobalt has been alloyed with other elements. The
most commonly used elements in binary and ternary alloys
of cobalt for magnetic recording applications are Cr, Ta,
Ni, Pt, Pd, and W.
The saturation magnetization A4, and the coercivity
H, of CoX alloys can be tailored to specific needs through
the control of composition, deposition parameters, and
substrate material texture. ‘*‘z-‘~ In CoPt alloys, for instance, coercivity is roughly a linear function of the atomic
percentage of platinum, ranging from 200-2000 Oe as the
platinum content of the alloy increases from zero to 20%.
It should be emphasized, however, that the coercivity of a
given alloy is also controlled by its microstructure (including grain size, defect density, nature of grain boundaries,
etc.), the strength of its crystalline anisotropy, the distribution of its anisotropy axes among the grains, residual stresses, and so on.16
In recent years it has become clear that, while the
macroscopic parameters are useful for media development,
they are not adequate for predicting the functional performance of the recording media. Thin film disks with similar
macromagnetic parameters (such as H,, M,, remanent
squareness S, and coercivity squareness S * ) can have dramatically different signal to noise ratios, a fact that may be
appreciated by considering the data shown in Fig. 1. This
figure compares the performance of two thin film media,
one based on CoPt and the other on CoPtCr magnetic alloys. These media, while macroscopically similar, are indeed very different in terms of their readout signal and
noise characteristics.
Investigation of noise for a number of cobalt alloy
films has shown an increase of media noise with the increasing linear bit density. This feature has been associated
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FIG. 1. Signal-to-noise ratio versus linear recording density (in flux reversals per millimeter) for two cobalt-based thin film disks. Although the
macromagnetic characteristics of the two media are comparable, differences in micromagnetic behavior cause the transition noise in the CoPtCr
alloy to be substantially below that of the CoPt alloy.

with the noise generated at the transition region between
adjacent magnetic domains.‘7~18 Observation of recorded
transitions on a series of CoX alloys by Lorentz electron
microscopy has shown complex domain wall structures
dominated by ripples, vortices, and featherlike micromagnetic features. I9 A typical example of such structures is
shown in Fig. 2. Vortices, ripples, and feathers that have
been identified at scales down to a few nanometers are presently believed to arise from local minimization of magnetic
energy, which is given by
E tot.4 - Eexctxmge
(2)
+ Emisotropy+ Demagnetization
.
The exchange interaction in polycrystalline films has two
components. The first component is interatomic and oper-

FIG. 2. Lorentz electron micrograph (Fresnel mode) of transition regions in a cobalt-based alloy. The transitions were recorded with an inductive head at approximately 1 pm intervals. Ripples, vortices, and feather
like structures are clearly visible in this picture.

ates within individual grains, while the second component
is intergranular and resides in the interaction between
neighboring crystallites. The main contribution to anisotropy energy comes from crystalline anisotropy which, for
cobalt alloys, is strong and uniaxial, with the magnetic easy
axis of individual grains coinciding with their crystallographic c axis. (The other component of anisotropy, which
is rather small for cobalt alloys of interest, is stress induced
and, to a good approximation, may be ignored in micromagnetic analyses.) X-ray diffraction studies of CoX media indicate that the crystallographic c axes of the grains
are randomly oriented, with little or no correlation among
the neighboring grains. There is, however, a tendency for
the c axes to be in the plane of the film rather than perpendicular tooit. Figure 3 shows the x-ray diffraction pattern
for a 230 A-thick layer of Co,,Pt,,Cr,, alloy film deposited
on a chromium underlayer. Three CoPtCr peaks corresponding to hcp ( 10.0)) (00.2)) and ( 10.1) are identified in
the figure after deconvolution. The peaks are broad and
low intensity. The ( 10.0) and ( 10.1) peaks are dominant
with a relatively weak (00.2) peak, indicating a degree of
preference for the c axis to lie in or near the plane of the
film. The grain size, estimated from the width ofthe ( 10.0)
peak and verified by TEkl is about 180 A (Ref. 1).
The micromagnetic feature size is determined by the
competition between the exchange and magnetostatic
forces, on the one hand, and the strength of local anisotropy, on the other. While exchange and classical dipole-dipole interactions prefer the magnetic alignment of grains,
local anisotropy favors the random spatial distribution of
these dipole moments. Parameters that influence the various energies in Eq. (2) may be controlled through the
composition and microstructure of the film in a number of
ways including chemical alloying, use of nucleating underlayers, and control of deposition parameters. In the case of
dense-continuous films, since exchange and magnetostatic
interactions are both proportional to the saturation moment of the material, any reduction of MS by chemical alloying (with Cr, Pt, Ni, etc.) will likely result in a reduction of magnetic coupling. Alloying may also result in grain

boundary segregation that affects the strength ofintergranular exchange. At the same time, alloying could increase
the strength of local (crystalline) anisotropy, resulting in
higher coercivities and finer ripple structures.
Another approach to reducing the intergranular exchange coupling is the physical separation of adjacent
grains or clusters of grains. This approach results in small
single-domain regions to the extent that, in extreme cases,
each grain itself may constitute an individual domain.
Physical separation of grains can be achieved through the
control of deposition environment, utilization of an underlayer material with appropriate thickness, and/or post-deposition processing. Transmission electron micrographs of
samples produced with varying degrees of grain separation
are shown in Fig. 4. The Thornton diagramzoV2’for sputtered films shows that, depending on the deposition parameters (e.g., sputtering gas pressure, deposition rate, substrate temperature, film thickness, atomic mass of the
sputtering gas), one can obtain either dense-continuous or
columnar-porous films. Deposition of the magnetic film on
a porous columnar underlayer results in a medium with
physical separation of grains. Incorporation of alloying effects and polycrystalline epitaxy on physically separated
columns can further enhance the ability to tailor the microstructure of the media.
Figure 5 shows the hysteresis loops, obtained in a vibrating sample magnetometer, for thin CoPtCr alloy films.
The two compositions depicted in this figure are
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FIG. 3. Shown is the x-ray diffraction pattern for a 230 A-thick film of
CoPtCr alloy on a chromium underlayer. The bee ( 110) peak of the Cr
underlayer is the strongest, but the hcp (lO.O), (lO.l), (00.2) peaks of
CoPtCr are also clearly present. The ( 10.0) peak represents grains whose
c axes are in the plane of the film, while the ( 10.1) peak corresponds to
those grains with the c axis at an angle from the film plane.

P,, = 6 mTorr

P,, = 24 miorr

I

FIG. 4. Plane-view TEM micrographs of CoPtCr grains on Cr, MO, and
W underlayers, deposited at 6 mTorr (left column) and 24 mTorr (right
column). Note that the grains tend to be well defined and isolated as the
pressure of the sputtering gas increases (courtesy of Dr. Thao Nguyen,
IBM Corporation).
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FIG. 5. Hysteresis loops for two compositions of CoPtCr alloy, each deposited at two different sputtering pressures (from Ref. 1)

Co,,Pt,Cr,, and Co,,Pt,,Cr,,, each prepared at two different sputtering gas pressures.’One observes that the composition with higher percentage of platinum has higher coercivity, but perhaps more important is the fact that samples

fabricated under high argon pressure have reduced values
of coercivity squareness S *. As observed in Fig. 4, highpressure sputtering results in columnar growth and decoupled grains, which are in turn responsible for the low values
ofS *. This relationship between the strength ofintergranular coupling and the shape of the hysteresis loop has been
confirmed in the past both by theoretical calculations and
by computer simulations,‘,’ and will be further explored in
Sec. IV of the present paper.
Lorentz electron micrographs showing the morphology of the magnetic state at various points along the hysteresis loop are shown in Fig. 6. ” The sample depicted here is a
thin film of Co,Pt ,. alloy. The hysteresis loop for this sample is shown in the upper-left-hand corner of the figure, and
the state of remanent magnetization (point a on the loop)
is revealed by the Fresnel micrograph in frame (a). During
the experiment a reverse field was applied and the state of
magnetization was brought to point 6, before the field was
returned to zero. The morphology of the magnetization
pattern in this new remanent state is shown in frame (b).
The remaining micrographs in frames (c), (d) , and (e) are
obtained in similar fashion and represent the morphology
of the state corresponding to points c, d, and e on the hys-

FIG. 6. Lorentz electron micrographs (Fresnel mode) showing the morphology of the magnetic state at various points along the hysteresis loop. Frames (a)-(e)
respectively, to points a-e on the loop (courtesy of Dr. Thao Nguyen, IBM Corporation).
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correspond,

teresis loop. Note that the reversal proceeds by nucleation
and growth of reverse-magnetized domains, and that these
domains, as shown in frames (d) and (e), are elongated in
the direction of the applied field. Similar features are exhibited by our large-scale computer simulations which will be
described in Sec. IV.
II. MICROMAGNETICTHEORY

deration are fairly small. Second, we assumed that the
grains are equal in size and shape, and are regularly distributed on a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice. The film
thickness h is constant and the magnetization throughout
the thickness was assumed to be uniform. Figure 7(a)
shows the postulated geometry of the grains and their
placement in the lattice; each grain is a hexagonal-base
prism of height h. If the lattice constant in Fig. 7(a) is
denoted by d, the grain volume will be given by

The phenomenological equation of Landau, Lifshitz, and
Gilbert (LLG equation) is the basis of our computer simulations.z”-26 According to the LLG equation, a magnetic
dipole m in an effective magnetic field H,, follows a
damped gyration path to equilibrium. The damping coefftcient a is dimensionless and the time rate of change of m is
related to H,, and (r as follows:

V= (fi/2)d*h.
(4)
The saturation magnetization M, of the material can be
measured in a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). If
the assumption is made that the grains are densely packed,
then the magnitude of the dipole moment assigned to each
lattice cell will be

ti = pxH,,
+ (dImI )mxh,
(3)
where y is the gyromagnetic ratio and m = dm/dt. Notice
that in the absence of damping (i.e., when a = 0) the dipole moment m gyrates around the field vector Herr, just
like any object with angular momentum m/y would in response to a torque mxH,,.
The effect of damping is to
continuously reduce the radius of gyration until m aligns
itself with H,,.
To simulate the magnetization dynamics of thin film
CoX alloys, we made several assumptions. First, we assumed that each crystallite or grain of the material acts as a
single domain particle; in other words, we assumed that the
exchange forces within a grain are far stronger than any
other force that might act on the grain’s individual atomic
dipoles. Given the strong Co-Co exchange interaction, this
assumption is reasonable so long as the grains under consi-

(5)
The effective field H,, acting on each dipole in the
lattice has contributions from at least four different
sources. These sources and their corresponding fields are
discussed separately in the following paragraphs.

A. Anisotropy
Each grain is assumed to have uniaxial magnetic anisotropy of strength K, . The anisotropy energy density is given
by
E, = - K, [w(m/lml) I’,
(6a)
where u is a unit vector representing the local axis of anisotropy. The effective field corresponding to anisotropy is derived from Eq. (6a) and is given by26

W

a)

Lx= N,d

[ml =M,V.

(d=l$=lii)

FIG. 7. (a) Geometry of the lattice. Each hexagonal cell represents a crystallite or grain of the actual film. The basis vectors a and b have equal lengths d, which is referred to as
the lattice constant. (b) The color wheel. A two-dimensional vector field in a plane (such as the distribution of magnetization directions in the XYplane of the lattice) is color
coded by assigning each pixel the color corresponding to the direction of the local field. In this coloring scheme, red corresponds to the + X direction, green to + Y, blue to
- X, and purple to - Y. Alternatively, the color wheel may be used to represent a scalar field in the XYplane. For example, if the field assumes values in the range [ - 1, + I],

then red is assignedto - 1 and purple to + 1, with the intermediatecolors (yellow, green,blue,...) assignedsequentiallyto the valuesbetween - 1 and + 1.
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H, = (2K,/M, 1 [u-(m/jml) lu.
(6b)
Each grain is allowed to have its own axis of anisotropy
and, for all the results reported here, the axes were assigned
randomly either in the plane of the lattice (2 D) or on the
unit sphere (3 D).
B. Exchange
Neighboring grains interact at their common boundary by
means of exchange forces. The strength of this interaction
depends on the grain material, separation between the
grains, and the composition and structure of the material in
the boundary region. Since little quantitative information
regarding the strength of exchange is available from the
experimental measurements, we have chosen to treat it as
an adjustable factor. The effective exchange field on a given
dipole m due to a neighboring dipole m’ will be denoted by
H,,, whose magnitude is an adjustable constant and whose
direction is that of m’. The magnitude of Hnhg is related to
the exchange stiffness constant A, through the relation”
lHxhg 1 = 8A,/ZM,d

2,

(7)

where Z is the coordination number of a site in the lattice.
(Z = 6 for the hexagonal lattice used in our simulations.)
C. Demagnetization
Classical dipole-dipole interactions give rise to demagnetizing fields. These fields which significantly influence the
magnetic processes of thin film CoX alloys are also the
hardest to compute. The difficulty of computation is rooted
in the long-range nature of the interaction and the fact that
every dipole in the system contributes to the field on all
other dipoles. Fortunately, however, there is an elegant solution to the problem of demagnetizing field computation
based on fast Fourier transforms.28’29 FFT computations
are particularly suited to the Connection Machine environment where a one-dimensional array of length N can be
transformed in a time proportional to log N, as opposed to
N log N which is the corresponding time for conventional
sequential machines. The FFT-based algorithm is accurate
and, unlike direct dipole-dipole calculations, does not require that film thickness h and lattice constant d be roughly
equal.6 It also avoids the cumbersome integrations that
must be carried out in order to go beyond the single dipole
approximation of a lattice cell and to compute the average
interaction over the volumes of magnetic material within
the cells3’
The approximations involved in the Fourier technique are those due to discretization and those arising from
the imposition of periodic boundary conditions. The first
approximation will have a negligible effect if the spatial
variations of magnetization over a lattice constant d are
kept small. As for the second approximation, in a two-dimensional system the effective range of demagnetizing
field is comparable to the film thickness; thus periodicity
only affects a narrow region near the boundary of the lattice.
0. External field
The external field H,,, is the fourth contribution to the
effective field H,,. This field is simply added to the sum of
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anisotropy, exchange, and demagnetizing fields in order to
yield the total effective field at a given lattice site. Although
any spatial distribution of H,,, could be considered in these
simulations, we studied only the effect of uniform magnetic
fields; thus the hysteresis loops and torque curves described
in Sec. IV were obtained by relaxing the system of dipoles
in the presence of an external field which was uniform over
the entire lattice. As for the time dependence of H,,, , two
strategies were devised. In one strategy the field was kept
constant until the lattice reached equilibrium. The field
was then incremented by a finite amount, and the lattice
was relaxed again. The process continued until a sufficient
number of points for either the hysteresis loop or the torque
curve was obtained. The second strategy consisted of
changing H,,, continuously at a fixed, rate. This would
have been realistic if we had used physically realizable
rates, say 1 Oe/ms. Because of the scale of the computations, however, such slow rates were not practical, and we
had to use values as large as 1 Oe/ns instead. Nevertheless,
as long as the dynamics of the lattice is fast enough (compared with the rate of change of H,,, ) , such artificially high
rates could still produce reasonably accurate and meaningful results.
For the remaining parameters of the LLG equation,
we chose a gyromagnetic ratio y equal to - 10’ Hz/Oe,
and a damping coefficient a in the range of 0.2-0.5. Here, a
was chosen arbitrarily for the lack of reliable experimental
data in this area; although the specific value ofa used in the
simulations does not seem to influence the macroscopic
behavior of the lattice in any significant way, it does affect
the microstructure of the equilibrium state. This might be
understood in light of the fact that the system ofdipoles as a
whole has many states of local minimum energy, and the
particular state in which the system comes to rest depends
on the exact path it takes upon departing from the previous
state. Larger values of a result in rapid approach to equilibrium, while small values prolong the computer simulations.
HI. THE AL6ORITHM
Hysteresis loops and torque curves were traced out by relaxing the system of dipoles in a sequence of external fields.
In the case of the hysteresis loops, initially a large in-plane
field H, was applied in the negative X direction. The system was started with uniform magnetization along - 2
and allowed to relax. Then the field H, was increased and
the system relaxed again. In the case of the torque curves,
the procedure was similar, but the field H,,, (with fixed
magnitude) rotated either in the plane of the lattice or
within a perpendicular plane.
In those simulations where the strategy was to change
H,,, in discrete steps, relaxation of the lattice for a given
value of the field was accomplished by evolving the LLG
equation through 500-1000 integration steps, corresponding roughly to a total elapsed time of 0.5 to 1.O ns. The time
interval At per integration step was chosen such that no
magnetization vector rotated more than 1”per integration
step. After this first phase of relaxation, a conjugate-gradient energy minimizer was used to find a nearby, locally
minimum state of energy. This second phase of energy
minimization substantially accelerated the convergence to

an equilibrium state. Figure 8 shows the effect of the conjugate-gradient minimizer relative to LLG dynamics. This
particular run corresponds to a system with MS = 900
emu/cm’, Hk = 4000 Oe, Hxhg = 100 Oe, 2-D random distribution of the anisotropy axes, and a = 0.2. The applied
field H,,, was 1500 Oe along the positive X axis. Initially,
the sample was demagnetized and its average magnetization along X was (M,) -0. With an increasing number of
iterations, (il4, ) approached a final value around 0.77 MS.
The various curves in Fig. 8 correspond to different runs
with the same initial state and external field, but with
switchover to the conjugate-gradient minimizer after different numbers of steps, ranging from O-1500. We see that
the final magnetization is approximately the same in all
cases, and that the final state is achieved after a few tens of
conjugate gradient steps as compared with hundreds of additional LLG steps. Note, however, that the states reached
are not exactly the same.
When the strategy was to use a continuously varying
field, the results depended on the time rate of change of
H,,, . Here, the LLG dynamics were used throughout, and
no attempt was made to reduce the computation time by
resorting to the conjugate-gradient technique. Figure 9
shows sections of three hysteresis loops, computed with
three different rates, for a lattice with MS = 900 emu/cm3,
Hk = 4000 Oe, Hxhg = 300 Oe, 3-D random anisotropy,
and a = 0.5. (Only a section of each loop near the coercive
field H, is shown.) Clearly, the coercivity is lower for
slower rates of change of H,,, ; within the range studied, H,
dropped from 937 to 906 Oe. With a continuously varying
field, therefore, the calculated H, may be somewhat of an
overestimate.
Because of the frustrations caused by the random axes
of anisotropy, the energy surface is expected to have many
local minima. Dynamics starting from a particular initial
state will pick out a unique minimum, but a slightly different starting point will lead to a different final state. By the
same token, switching over to the conjugate-gradient minimizer (or changing the rate of increase or decrease of the
applied field) affects the path and, inevitably, the final state
of the system. We have found, however, that the bulk prop-
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FIG. 9. Sections of the hysteresis loop near the coercive field, obtained
using three different rates for scanning the applied field. The solid curve
corresponds to a rate of0.5 Oe/ns, and shows a coercivity ofH, = 906 Oe.
The other two curves were obtained when H, was scanned at 2 Oe/ns and
10 Oe/ns, yielding coercivities of 920 and 937 Oe, respectively. Note that
the differences among the curves are mainly in the neighborhood of the
coercive field; far away from this region, the curves are nearly identical.

erties of all these states are similar, and expect that real
materials will be accurately modeled by these simulations.
The use of conjugate-gradient minimizer to accelerate convergence is, therefore, acceptable, and, in fact, recommended, in most situations. Also, we found little difference
between the results obtained by scanning the field in discrete steps, and those found by varying the field at a fixed
rate. The method of scanning the field was therefore selected arbitrarily for each problem, and the results presented in
the next section contain examples of both methods.
The computations were performed on the 16384-processor Connection Machine at Boston University. A
128X 128 lattice of dipoles is readily mapped onto the
processors in a one-to-one manner. The machine, however,
has virtual processing capability that allows the simulation
of larger lattices. Our 256 X 256 lattice, for instance, was
mapped by assigning four lattice cells to each processor.

IV. RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
Table I lists the parameter values used in the simulations
reported in this section. Detailed descriptions of the various simulations and the corresponding results are presented in the following Examples.
I
500

I
1000

1500

I
2000

Number of Iterations
FIG. 8. Magnetization component M, along the externally applied field
H, for a variety ofcrossovers from LLG dynamics to the conjugate-gradient energy minimizer.

A. Example 1
In the first series of calculations, we traced the hysteresis
loops for a fixed anisotropy field of Hk = 4000 Oe and various strengths of the exchange interaction. The systems under consideration had 2-D random distributions of anisotropy axes; that is, the axes were random in the plane of the
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TABLE I. Simulation parameters.
Parameter

Symbol

Lattice spacing
Film thickness
Lattice dimensions
Saturationmagnetization
Anisotropyfield strength
Anisotropyaxes
Exchangefield
Gilbert dampingccefftcient
Gyromagneticratio

Value

d

50 “In

h

50 “In
256x256
903 emu/cm’
3oc&5ooo Oe
random in XY or XYZ
o-500 Oe
0.2-0.5
- 10’ Hz/Oe

M.
ffk
H ‘b
a
Y

film. Figure 10(a)-(f) shows loops for samples with Hxhg
= 0,100,200,300,400, and 500 Oe, respectively. Here, the
applied field was scanned continuously at the rate of 20
Oe/ns for each loop. The first four loops have coercivities
in the neighborhood of 1300 Oe, but differ primarily in
their remanent squareness S, and the sharpness S * of the
transition region; increasing Hxhg sharpens the transition
considerably. The last two loops have somewhat lower
coercivities, but they have very steep transitions. The values of remanent squarenessS for these loops are 0.70,0.77,
0.81, 0.85, 0.86, and 0.87, respectively. Note that the exchange fields used here are relatively weak (a few hundred
Oersteds), as compared with the anisotropy field (4 kOe)
and the scale of magnetostatic fields (47rM$ 2: 11 kOe) .

In general, the basic features of the loops remained
unchanged when we increased the size of the lattice,
changed the random number seed for generating the axes of
anisotropy, or modified the rate of scan of H,. Also, by
applying the external field along several (arbitrarily selected) directions in the XY plane, we confirmed the overall
macroscopic isotropy of the lattice.
Figure 11 is similar to Fig. 10 except that the samples
studied here had their axes of anisotropy distributed randomly in three-dimensional space. The loops in this figure
belong to samples with Hk = 4000 Oe, but with different
values of Hrhg . Comparing the results in Fig. 11 with those
in Fig. 10, one notes that the remanent values have remained more or less unchanged, while the coercivities have
dropped significantly. Apparently, the reversal process is
made easier when the moments are allowed to reverse their
direction by rotating out of the plane of the sample. Similar
observations can be made for the two loops in Fig. 12 which
represent samples with Hk = 3000 Oe and Hxhg = 100 Oe,
but have their axes of anisotropy distributed randomly in 2
D and 3 D, respectively. The coercivity drops from 850 to
640 Oe but the remanence remains at about 0.76. Finally,
Fig. 13 shows loops for samples with Hk = 5000 Oe and
Hxhg = 100 Oe. The sample with 2-D random anisotropy
has H, = 1670 Oe and M, = 0.75 M,, while the sample
whose axes are random in 3 D has H, = 1440 Oe and
M, = 0.7 Iv*.
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FIG. 10. Hysteresis loops showing M, versus the applied field H, for a
sample with 2-D random anisotropy, Hk = 4OCXlOe, and different values
of the exchange field Hxhg. These loops were obtained by scanning the
applied field H, at the fixed rate of 20 Oe/ns. (a) Hxhg = 0, (b) HI,,*
= 100 Oe, (c) HI,,& = 200 Oe, (d) Hxhg = 300 Oe, (e) HxhS = 400 Oe,
(0 fLg = 500 Oe.
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FIG. 11. Hysteresis loops showing M, vs H, for a sample with 3-D random anisotropy, H,, = 4COOOe, and different values of the exchange field
Hxhg The field scans were done by incrementing H, in discrete steps, and
accelerating the dynamics by using the conjugate-gradient energy minimizer after several hundred LLG steps. (a) Hxhg = 0, (b) Hxhg = 100 Oe,
(c) Hnhg = 2CKlOe, (d) Hxhg = 300 Oe, (e) Hxhg = 400 Oe, (f) H,,,
= 500 Oe.
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FIG. 12. Hysteresis loops for a sample with HA = 3000 Oe and HIhg
= 100 Oe. (a) 2-D random anisotropy, (b) 3-D random anisotropy.

FIG. 13. Hysteresis loops for a sample with HI = 5000 Oe and H,,,,
= 100 Oe. (a) 2-D random anisotropy, (b) 3-D random anisotropy.

The field scan for Figs. 11-13 was done in discrete
steps, and the conjugate-gradient energy minimizer followed the LLG dynamics (as described in Sec. IV) to assure that the system reaches steady state before the field is
incremented. The curves traced out numerically are quite
smooth. This indicates that the step size chosen for H,,, is
small enough to allow near-continuous behavior, and that
the lattice is sufficiently large to effectively average out the
fluctuations caused by the random assignment of local anisotropy axes.

ly, the magnetization of green and purple pixels is in the
+ Yand - Y directions, respectively. Figure 14shows the
patterns of magnetization during the reversal of a sample
with 2-D random anisotropy, Hk = 4000 Oe and Hxhg
= 300 Oe. The hysteresis loop for this sample is shown in
Fig. 10(d). Each frame in Fig. 14 is obtained at a different
value of the applied field, starting with H,,, = - 600 Oe in
(a),andincreasingto
8000eat (b), to 1155Oeat (c), to
1310 Oe at (d), to 1375 Oe at (e), and to 1465 Oe at (f).
For clarity, the magnified view of a small region in each
frame is also displayed in the figure. We observe that regions of reversal form long “fingers” at more or less regular
intervals, which eventually expand to till the entire plane of
the sample. There are clearly regions that are weakly
bound and reverse rapidly, and other regions that may be
identified as stiff, since they resist reversal until the applied
field has reached large values.
Figure 15 shows the angular distribution of the mag-

B. Example 2
The state of magnetization of the lattice was monitored
during the loop tracings, and displayed in color graphics. A
vector field in two-dimensional space can be displayed with
the aid of the color wheel [see Fig. 7(b) 1. A blue pixel
indicates that the corresponding magnetization vector is in
the - X direction, while a red pixel is along + X. Similar-
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FIG. 14. Morphology of the magnetic state in a sample with 2-D random anisotropy, Hk = 4000 Oe, and
H,,,, = 300 Oe. [The hysteresis loop for this sample
isshown in Fig. IO(d); note that H, = 1315 Oe.] Initially, the magnetization wassaturated along the negative Xaxis. Frame (a) was obtained when the initial
state was allowed to relax under an applied field ofH,
= - 600 Oe, yielding (M,) = - 0.9 M, for the
average magnetization along X. The magnified view
on the right shows the magnetization pattern in a
small section of the lattice. Frame (b) represents the
situation at H, = 800 Oe, at which point (M,)
= - 0.7 MS. In (c) the applied field is 1155 Oe and
(M,) = - 0.5 M,. Frame (d) corresponds to H,%
= 1310 Oe, where (M,) -0. In (e) the field is 1375
Oe and the average M, is 0.5 M,. Frame (f) shows
the state of magnetization at H, = 1465 Oe, where
(M,) =0.9M,.
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netic moments during the reversal process depicted in Fig.
14. Here, the angles from 0”to 360”are divided into 36 bins,
and the number of pixels associated with each bin is displayed on a polar plot. In Fig. 15(a) the applied field is
large and along the negative Xaxis; that is why the angular
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distribution is concentrated around 4 = 180”. The state
corresponding to Fig. 15(b) has the angles more widely
spread, but they are still predominantly in the left half of
the plane. Figure 15(c)-(e) shows that around the coercive field the moments rotate toward the right half of the

Scale = 50

Scale=50 1

FIG. 17. Polar plots showing the angular distribution of magnetization in
frames (a) and (b) of Fig. 16.

FIG. 15. Polar plots showing the angular distribution of magnetization in
frames (a)-(f) of Fig. 14.

plane, making the polar plot more symmetric with respect
to the vertical axis. The remaining plot shows the nearsaturated state corresponding to a large value ofthe applied
field.
C. Example 3
The patterns of magnetization during a loop-trace for a
sample with 3-D random anisotropy, Hk = 4000 Oe and
H xha = 100 Oe are shown in Fig. 16. [This sample’s hysteresis loop is shown in Fig. 11 (b) .] The patterns in (a) and
(b) correspond to the applied fields of 1050 and 1150 Oe,
respectively. (al ) and (bl ) represent the state of magnetization in the entire 256 X 256 lattice, using the same coloring scheme as in Fig. 14. In (a2) and (b2), which are magnified views of a small region of the lattice, the color code is

ad

bi)

different. Here, the color depicts the strength of local vorticity 5 at each pixel; 5 is defined as follows:

5=$,

6

u;xf$

where ui are unit vectors pointing from a given pixel to
each one of its six nearest neighbors, and mi are the magClearly,
netization
vectors of those neighbors.
- l<[< + 1, with LJ= 1 representing maximum counterclockwise vorticity, and c = - 1 corresponding to maximum clockwise vorticity. The color coding of LJin frames
(a2) and (b2) uses the color wheel of Fig. 7(b), with purple assigned to + 1, red to - 1, and the colors in between
purple and red sequentially assigned to values of c between
+ 1 and - 1. These frames show arrows which represent
the magnetization of each pixel, but, in addition, the color
of each arrow shows the strength of vorticity in its neighborhood. Red and purple arrows are strongly vortex like,

a21
FIG. 16. Morphology of the magnetic
state in a sample with 3-D random anisotropy, Hk = 4WO Oe, and Hshg = 100 Oe.
The initial state was saturated along - X,
and the applied field was scanned (in discrete steps) along X in order to trace the
hysteresis loop. [The loop for this sample
is shown in Fig. 1 l(b); note that H,
= 1040 Oe.] (a) State of magnetization
at H, = 1050 Oe, just above the coercivity. For the frame on the left the color code
shows the direction of local magnetization. The magnified view on the right is
from a small section of the lattice, but the
arrows are colored according to the
strength of vorticity 5 in their immediate
neighborhood. Purple represents the largest counterclockwise vorticity, while red
corresponds to the largest clockwise vorticity. (b) The state of magnetization at H,
= 1150 Oe, where (M,) =0.35 M,.
Again, the magnified view on the right is
color-coded according to the strength of
vorticity {.

b2)
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whereas green pixels have no vorticity at all.
Figure 17 shows the angular distribution of magnetization for the two states depicted in Fig. 16. Figure 18
shows the change in the state of magnetization as the field is
increased, first from 1050 to 1100 Oe and then from 1100 to
1150 Oe. Here, the color of each pixel represents the dot

the ones that do not change as the field goes from
1050 to 1100 Oe, whereas the red pixels rotate by
180”. The magnified view on the right is from a
small section of the lattice. (b) State of magnetization at H, = 1100 Oe relative to the state at H,
= 1150Oe.

product of local magnetization directions between two
states. As before, purple is + 1, red is - 1, and the colors
in between represent intermediate values of the dot product. Clearly, most dipoles in the lattice remain stationary as
the field is increased from 1050 to 1100 Oe [Fig. 18(a) ]
and then from 1100 to 1150 Oe [Fig. 18 (b) 1. This is evi-

W

a)

FIG. 19. Morphology of the magnetic state near
the coercive field in a sample with 3-D random
anisotropy, H, = 4WO Oe, and H,,, = 200 Oe.
The initial state was saturated in the - X direction, and the applied field was scanned (in discrete steps) along X in order to trace the hysteresis loop. [The loop for this sample is shown in Fig.
11(c); note that H, = 1010 Oe.] Color depicts
the direction of local magnetization. (a) The state
of magnetization at H, = 1000 Oe, just below co-
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al)

a21

FIG. 20. Morphology of the magnetic state in a
sample with 2-D random anisotropy, Hk
= 4C00 Oe, and Hxhg = 500 Oe. The initial
state was saturated in the - X direction, and
the applied field was scanned continuously
along X (rate = 20 Oe/ns) in order to trace the
hysteresis loop. [The loop for this sample is
shown in Fig. 10(f); note that H, = 1005 Oe. ]
(a) The state of magnetization at H, = 980 Oe,
just below coercivity, where (M,) = - 0.17
A4,. Shown on the right is the magnified view of
a small section of the lattice. (b) The state of
magnetization at H, = 1080 Oe, where (M,)
= +0.55‘44,.

W

dented by the abundance of purple pixels in these frames.
Red pixels are the ones which have rotated by 180”, yellow
pixels have rotated by 9V, and so on. Frames (a2) and
(b2) are magnified views of a small region from the full
frames in (al ) and (b 1) ; in addition to local magnetization
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FIG. 21. Simulation of a rotating field in the plane of a sample with 3-D
random anisotropy, H, = 4000 Oe and H,,, = 300 Oe. The applied field
H,,, hasafixed magnitudeof84OOe, and itsangle with thepositiveXaxis
isdenoted by 0,. The graph depicts the behavior of (M,,) versus (LW~) as
the field rotates through 720 deg.

vectors, these frames show the color-coded dot product of
each vector with the same vector in a subsequent state.
0. Example 4
The reverse-magnetized “fingers” created during the looptrace become more pronounced when the exchange interaction between neighboring lattice cells increases. This can
be seen by comparing Fig. 19 with Fig. 20, which show the
states of magnetization in the neighborhood of the coercive
field for two samples with different intergranular exchange
coefticients. The sample depicted in Fig. 19 has Hnhg = 200
Oe and 3-D random anisotropy, while that in Fig. 20 has
Hxhg = 500 Oe and 2-D random anisotropy; both samples
have Hk = 4000 Oe. The much thicker fingers in Fig. 20
are due to the latter sample’s larger value of Hxhg, and not,
as the skeptic might argue, caused by the differences in the
distributions of the anisotropy axes. Further proof of this
point is provided by comparing Fig. 19 with Fig. 16 (or
Fig. 20 with Fig. 14), where the only difference between
the samples is the value of Hxhg .

E. Example 5
In order to understand the results of torque magnetometry
on the media of magnetic recording, the sample with 3-D
random anisotropy, Hk = 4000 Oe and Hxhg = 300 Oe,
was subjected to a rotating field. [From the corresponding
loop in Fig. 11 (d) the coercivity of this sample is known to
be about 850 Oe. ]
The sample was initially saturated in the negative X
direction with a field H, = - 2000 Oe. It was then relaxed, while H, increased to + 840 Oe (just below coercivity) at the fixed rate of 20 Oe/ns. The sample was allowed
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caption to Fig-21. Each frame shows the pattern
of magnetization distribution at a particular angle

to relax further while the field remained along the X axis
with the tixed magnitude of 840 Oe. During this phase of
the simulation, the applied field remained parallel to the X
axis and, at the end, the sample was in a state with
(M,) E - 0.4 MS and (M,,) -0. At this point the magnitude of the field was fixed (He,, = 840 Oe) and it began to
rotate counterclockwise in the plane of the sample at the

I

I

1.0l-

l- 1

I

I

rate of lo” per nanosecond. (0, shall denote the angle
between H,,, and the positive X axis.) As the field rotated,
the magnetization was relaxed following the LLG dynamics. Figure 2 1 shows the plot of (MY) vs (M, ), obtained
during the rotation process; on this graph, the starting
point for the rotation of H,,, is marked as 0, = 0. Note
that by the time CIH = 125”, the average magnetization vec-

0.5, CL
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O
-0.5,
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-1 .oI
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CM,>
FIG. 23. Simulation of a rotating field experiment in the plane of a sample with 3-D random anisotropy, HA = 4Wl Oe and H,,, = 300 Oe. The applied
field H,,, has a fixed magnitude of 1050 Oe, and its angle with the positiveXaxis is denoted by 0 H. (a) Plot of (MY) vs (M,) as the field rotates through 500
deg. (b) The angle between (M) and H,,, as function of 8,.
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FIG. 24. Simulation ofa rotating field out of the plane of a sample with 3D random anisotropy, HA = 4000 Oe and Hxhg = 300 Oe. The applied
field H,,, has a fixed magnitude of 840 Oe, and, as it rotates counterclockwise in the X2 plane, its angle with the positive Xaxis is denoted by 8,.
The graph depicts the behavior of (M,) vs (M,) as the field rotates
through loo0 deg.

FIG. 26. Simulation of a rotating field out of the plane of a sample with 3D random anisotropy, Hk = 4000 Oe and Hxhg = 300 Oe. The applied
field H,,, has a fixed magnitude of 4COOOe, and, as it rotates counterclockwise in the XZ plane, its angle with the positive Xaxis is denoted by
8,. The graph depicts the behavior of (M,) vs (M,) as the field rotates
through 720 deg.

tor

Notice that the fingerlike domains rotate with the field in
such a way as to keep their long axes more or less aligned
with H,,, . What is interesting here is that a field, whose
magnitude is just about the coercivity of the sample, can
make the magnetization follow it so well.

(RI) (i.e., (M,)f + (M,,).?) is nearly saturated
((M) = 0.93 iUS) and is rotating close behind the field.
The morphology of the magnetic state at several instances
of this simulated torque experiment is shown in Fig. 22.
The color represents the direction of local magnetization.

a)

W

ofmagnetizason distribution at a particular angle
0, ofH,,,. (a) 8, = 0; (b) 0, = 135”; (c) 8,
= 180”; and (d) 8, = 360”.
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caption to Fig.26. Each frame shows the pattern
ofmagnetization distribution at a particular angle
of Hex,. (a) 0, = 90”; (b) 8, = loo”; (c)

The same simulation as above was repeated, but this
time the field was brought to H, = + 1050 Oe (well above
coercivity ) before the rotation began. Figure 23 (a) shows
the plot of (M,,) vs (M, ) during this rotation process. The
magnetization of the sample is now almost fully saturated
((M) = 0.94 MS) and, as the plot of 8, - 6, in Fig.

23(b) shows, (M) follows the external field very closely.
These results should not come as a surprise, considering
that the anisotropy axes are randomly distributed, leaving
the sample without any particular direction of anisotropy
in the XY plane.
Results of simulations in which the applied field rotat-

82)

bl)

61)
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FIG. 28. Pair of head-to-head walls in medium
with 2-D random anisotropy and Hk = 4000 Oe.
For the sample depicted in (a) Hxhg = 100 Oe,
while the sample in (b) has H,,, = 500 Oe. The
walls are parallel to X, and the magnetization was
initially set to be either parallel to Y (green) or
antiparallel to Y (purple). The initial state was
then relaxed, resulting in the steady-state magnetization patterns shown in (a) and (b). Each closeup on the right-hand side shows a section from
the (relaxed) upper wall.

ed out of the plane of the sample are reported next. Here
again, an in-plane field along the negative X was initially
applied to the sample. The field was scanned from - 2GOO
Oe to + 840 Oe at the rate of 20 Oe/ns. At this point the
field was fixed, and the sample was allowed some more
time to fully relax. The field was then rotated out of the
plane of the sample (in the XZ plane) at the rate of 10
deg/ns. Figure 24 is a plot of (M,) vs (M,) during this
rotation process. Because of strong demagnetizing effects
(4nM, = 11.3 kOe) the magnetization cannot follow the
field too far out of the plane of the sample. That is why
(IU,) in Fig. 24 is at most about 0.08 il4,. However, when
8, = 180”, the applied field can bring the sample close to
saturation ( (M ) ,0.9 1 iU, ). After that the pattern repeats
itself. The morphology of the magnetic state of the sample
during this rotating field experiment is shown in Fig. 25.
We repeated the above experiment with an applied
field of 4000 Oe; the resulting graph of (M,) versus (M,)
is shown in Fig. 26. Now, (M,) can reach a maximum of
0.39 MS, which is understandable in terms of the demagnetizing effects; random distribution of the anisotropy axes in
3 D does not allow this experiment to reveal the strength of
Hk . The morphology of the magnetic state during this rotating field experiment is shown in Fig. 27.
F. Example I3
In longitudinal magnetic recording the recorded domains
form high-energy head-to-head walls. The demagnetizing

a)

force causes these ‘walls to become jagged, resulting in a
structure that contributes significantly to the readout
noise. In this example, we study the patterns of such domain walls. Figure 28(a) shows a pair of head-to-head
walls in a sample with 2-D random anisotropy, Hk = 4000
Oe, and Hxhg = 100 Oe. A reverse-magnetized stripe with
sharp walls was initially created on the lattice, and the system was allowed to relax following the LLG dynamics.
Frame (a, ) shows the magnetization of the entire lattice in
the relaxed state, while (a,) is a closeup of the upper wall.
Figure 28(b) is similar to 28(a), except for the value of
Hxhg which is 500 Oe. The jagged edges of the walls and the
complex patterns of magnetization are reminiscent of real
films photographed with high resolution Lorentz electron
microscopy.
We also studied a different kind of structure in which
we allowed the grains to be irregular and deviate from a
single-domain-partjcle behavior. The lattice constant d
was reduced to 50 A, and random patches were selected on
the lattice [see Fig. 29(a)]. All the cells have MS = 900
emu/cm3 and Hk = 4000 Oe. Cells inside any given patch
had the same axes of anisotropy, but from patch to patch
the anisotropy axis varied randomly in 2 D. Inside each
patch the exchange field between neighboring cells was
Hxhg = 600 Oe (corresponding to A, u 10 - 7 erg/cm), but
at the patch borders Hnhg was reduced to 200 Oe. Figure
29(b) shows the initial state of the lattice, with a reversemagnetized stripe in the middle, and with the patch-
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FIG. 29. Pairofhead-to-head wallsinamedium with664patches, 2-Drandomanisotropy
(patchtopatch), Hk = 4OOOOe. HIhl = mOewithin
thepatches,and Hxhl = 200
Ck at the patch borders. Note that since the lattice constant d is only 50 di in this case, the total lattice area is 1.28X 1.11 pm*. (a) Color-coded distribution of the axes of
anisotropy. Since a given patch has a unique easy axis, the color also identifies the patch. (b) The initial state of magnetization, showing a reverse-magnetized stripe with sharp
domain walls. Superimposed on this picture are the patch borders, shown in gray. (c) Final state of the lattice upon relaxation in zero applied field, using the LLG dynamics.
(d) Closeupofasmallsection ofthe relaxed upper wall. (e) Averaged magnetizationovereach rowofthelattice, plotted versus therow number, before (- . -) andafter (- -)

relaxation.
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borders superimposed in gray. The state of the lattice after
relaxation is shown in Fig. 29 (c), with a closeup in frame
(d). Jagged walls and internal domain structure are clearly
observed in this picture. The magnetization along Y( averaged over each row) is plotted in Fig. 29(e). From this
figure it is clear that the relaxed domain is somewhat
broadened, and that its average magnetization has decreased by more than 40%.
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V. CONCLUlUN6REMARKS
Micromagnetic simulations of the longitudinal recording
media reported in this paper focused on the properties of
the hysteresis loops and torque curves, their dependence on
material parameters, and the morphology of the magnetization state. Among other things, we observed the following:
(i) The magnetization distribution in the remanent
state has ripples similar to those observed experimentally.
(ii) The process of reversal under an applied field begins with the formation of vortices which act as nucleation
centers, and continues with the growth of elongated domains. These domains are oriented with their long axes
along the direction of the applied field.
(iii) The coercivity squareness S * of the loops increases with increasing strength of the exchange interaction.
There exists a large number of interesting problems
related to the micromagnetics of thin film recording media
which can be tackled by computer simulations of the type
reported in this paper. Here, we did not attempt to address
all these problems, instead, we focused on a few representative cases and tried to demonstrate the power of the simulation technique as a tool for analysis, as well as the richness
and variety of information that can be obtained with present-day computers. As the magnetic recording densities
increase, and the minute features of domains and walls gain
relevance and significance, large-scale computer simulations will become indispensable tools for the study of the
“nanomagnetics” of the recording media.
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